




TEAM
______________________

Enthusiasm and inventiveness are the hallmarks of every 
L:A:S worker.

A winning, young and specialized team: from the brilliant 
designers, through skilled craftsmen and decorators, 
until technical experts of laser machine.

Everybody offer their valuable input, creating the 
exclusive L:A:S creations, which are traditionally 
appreciated worldwide.

COMPANY HISTORY
______________________

L:A:S was born in 2001 by the brothers Fabio and Daniele 
Lattanzi, united by their interest in technology, fashion 
and art.

They initially started their business, working in the 
footwear and leather goods sector. Through the years, 
they became a consolidated partner of the biggest 
brands.

With their strong entrepreneurship, they have successfully 
introduced the laser technology in the Automotive 
Interior and Home Décor sector, by focusing on design 
and contemporary.

SINCE 2001
A SUCCESS STORY



LOOK TO THE FUTURE
SAVING TRADITIONS

TRADITION
______________________

Each L:A:S creation has inside the prestigious award of “Artistic 
Handicrafts”, because our production combines handicraft and 
artistic skills, with creativity and innovation.

Artworks that include the priceless value of handwork by master 
craftsmen.

Furnishings, pictures, wall vases, mirrors and wall clocks devised 
for the space, the taste and the demands of those peolpe which 
live the house.

INNOVATION
______________________

10 laser machines on 2 operational units, with a total area of 3000 
square meters.

A company structure designed following the most modern and 
smart technology (MES and CRM, first and foremost), taht make 
L:A:S a real Industry 4.0.

Finally, thanks to our know-how in techniques of cut and 
engraving laser, the design and the fashion trends revive in the 
L:A:S collections.

QUALITY
______________________
 
All our company processes are performed in our workroom, from 
the design to the manufacture.

So each product comes with its 100% Made in Italy certificate.
In fact L:A:S is enrolled in the National Register of Italian Producers 
(ITPI), in accordance with IT01 – 100% Original Italian Quality 
System.

L:A:S is also a member of the trade association FederlegnoArredo 
(FLA), which is the heart of the italian wood and furniture field.



PRODUCTS
______________________

• Mirrors
• Decoration furnishings: Consolle, Coat Hanger, Space-saving 

solutions for entryway and coffee tables
• Wall clocks
• Wall Sculptures: Abstract, Figurative, Floreal and Wall vases
• Quarantotto
• Sacred and Crucifixes

Exclusive and patented L:A:S’s design.

CUSTOMIZATION
______________________

More than 800 customizable items, in over different color 
cominations,  choosing between 43 available shades in the 
#ColourTableLAS.

CORPORATE STRUCTURE
ALL ABOUT CUSTOMER SERVICE

CONTRACT
______________________

Because we are producers, for contract/ho.re.ca. (hotel, b&b, 
resort and other significant projects), we can study  and realize 
customized products, in accordance with the requirements of 
the developer.
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The images are only intended to present 
L:A:S products and the colours are 
indicative only.

VERDE CHIARO GRIGIO VERDE SALVIA GRIGIO CELESTE BLU DISTANTE BLU PETROLIO

FUCSIA VIOLETTO PORPORA ROSA CHIARO GLICINE VIOLA

VERDE VERDE ACIDO TURCHESE SCARLATTO GIALLO SALMONE

ROSSO BIANCO NERO



GRIGIO LUCE CEMENTO ANTRACITE ROSA BON BON ROSSO VIOLETTO BORDEAUX

PANNA TORTORA GRIGIO MARRONE CIPRIA COTTO MARRONE

SABBIA CAMMELLO NOCCIOLA BLONDE ARANCIO MEDIO MATTONE

ARGENTO BRONZO RAMEORO



PLACEMENT AND CLEANING
______________________

Following advice like this, you can preserve the charm of 
each L:A:S creation.

In order to prevent the deformation of the MDF and the 
deterioration of the lacquerings and decorations,  we 
advise against the placement:
• in wet rooms  (e.g.: bathroom)
• in the vicinity of heat source (e.g.: fireplace, radiator)
• in outdoors(e.g.: arbours, balconies)

We advise you instead:
• to clean with a feather duster and to dry with care
• to avoid use of hard detergent and spray
• don’t absolutely use products containing solvents 

(e.g.: acetone, ammonia)

MATERIALS
______________________

Each L:A:S creation is made of MDF (Medium Density 
Fibreboard).

The fibreboard is cut and engraved by laser, creating 
the L:A:S masterpieces.

We also use venereed MDF with oak wood, in “natural 
wood“ and “grey wood” finishes.

In some product lines, there are certain elements made 
in stainless steel or in iron; other are hand-decorated 
using acrylics and three-dimensional mortar.

Finally, each L:A:S creation is varnished, with water-
soluble paint, high-performing with a low environmental 
impact.

TAKE GOOD CARE
OF YOUR L:A:S





WWW.LASERARTSTYLE.IT

L.A.S. srl
Via Dei Mestieri, 83

62014 Corridonia (MC)

Tel. +39 0733-288059
e-mail: las@laserartstyle.it


